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Abstract. Vertical elasticity, the ability to add resources on-the-ﬂy to a
virtual machine or container, improves the aggregate beneﬁt clients get
from a given cloud hardware, namely the social welfare. To maximize
the social welfare in vertical elasticity clouds, mechanisms which elicit
resource valuation from clients are required. Full Vickrey-Clarke-Groves
(VCG) auctions, which allocate resources to optimize the social welfare,
are NP-hard and too computationally-complex for the task. However,
VCG-like auctions, which have a reduced bidding language compared
with VCG, are fast enough. Such is the Simpliﬁed Memory Progressive
Second Price Auction (SMPSP). A key problem in VCG-like auctions is
that they are not completely truthful, requiring participants, who wish
to maximize their proﬁts, to estimate their future bills. Bill estimation
is particularly diﬃcult since the bill is governed by other participants’
(changing) private bids.
We present methods to estimate future bills in noisy, changing, VCGlike auction environments. The bound estimation method we present
leads to an increase of 3% in the overall social welfare.
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Introduction

Cloud providers give their clients the illusion of elastic resources: “just ask for
more, and the cloud shall provide”. However, virtual machines (VMs) or containers in the cloud are located on physical machines. Unless they are live-migrated,
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their vertical elasticity—the ability to extend the resources on the same system—
is limited ﬁrst by the physical boundaries of the machine, and furthermore by
the resource consumption of neighboring clients.
During 2017, the major providers introduced vertical CPU elasticity using
the term “burstable” (Amazon [4], Azure [12], and Google [8]). The industry
oﬀered vertical elasticity for CPU ﬁrst, because it is easy to evict and allocate
on-the-ﬂy. This is done using mature tools at the system’s level, such as cgroups
and CFS [5]. Vertical elasticity of storage resources, such as RAM and SSD, is
the hardest, since their eviction takes a toll. Hence, the allocation of storage
resources should be modiﬁed less often, to allow clients to beneﬁt from the
resources prior to its eviction.
Resources that are divided to a small number of units can be auctioned to
optimize the social welfare—the aggregate beneﬁt that all clients draw from
the resource—using a VCG auction [6,9,13], as done for last level cache (LLC)
ways [7]. In this auction, the clients bid with their valuation for each good—
how much each good is worth to them. The host chooses the allocation which
maximizes the social welfare and charges each client according to the damage
it causes to its neighbors, such that it is in the client’s best interest to tell the
truth and enable the host to optimize the sum of true valuations.
A RAM auction is more complicated. RAM is a divisible good, which can be
viewed as continuous or as composed of millions of small chunks. When viewed
as millions of chunks, the complexity of a full VCG auction is prohibitive for
practical purposes.
The Simpliﬁed Memory Progressive Second Price (SMPSP) [1,2] auction has
a reasonable complexity on the provider’s side (O(n log(n))), because it is only
VCG-like. In a VCG-like mechanism, clients do not bid using their full valuation
functions. Instead, they use simpliﬁed bids, representing their speciﬁc resource
requests: a maximal quantity q and a unit price p. The client’s choice of a bid
price p as a function of q is usually truthful, and simple [3]. However, the choice
of quantity is harder—this is where the computational burden lies. Each client
wants to choose a bid that wins the auction and optimizes its performance and
proﬁt goals. Since the unit price and quantity are coupled, the chosen quantity
must correspond to a unit price that is likely to win, and that is likely to yield
the maximal proﬁt. Only by estimating the bill, can the client predict its proﬁt
and optimize it by choosing its bid quantity.
Our contribution is a method for clients to estimate their next bill in an
SMPSP auction. Future bills depend on private bids made by other auction participants, which might change their preferences and consequently their bids over
time. We detect such changes in a noisy environment by tracking and analyzing historical data, and focusing on the notable eﬀect of environmental changes
on the bill and minimal winning unit price. As a result, clients in an SMPSP
auction now successfully respond to changing conditions in a noisy environment,
improving the overall social welfare by 3% on average.
The code is free and available from https://bitbucket.org/danimovso/
ginseng-open/.
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Fig. 1. Auction results. Each bid is represented by a rectangle whose height and width
are the client’s p and q.
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Allocation and Payment in the SMPSP Auction

In the SMPSP auction the host (the software running on the physical machine,
on behalf of the provider) sorts the participating clients’ bids in a descending
price order (see Fig. 1) and allocates RAM to those in the interval [0, Q]. This is
the allocation which optimizes the social welfare. The allocation’s social welfare
is the sum of areas that belong to clients who were allocated RAM. To determine
a client’s bill the host ﬁrst calculates the social welfare, and subtracts the speciﬁc
client’s valuation for the allocation of the resources it got. The host then repeats
the process, excluding the speciﬁc client. The client’s bill is the diﬀerence between
these two results. Visually, if the client was allocated a quantity of q, its payment
will be the area under the plot in the interval [Q, Q + q].

3

Client Strategy

SMPSP clients need to translate their valuation into a bid. Unlike PSP [10]
clients, SMPSP clients do not hear all the bids and therefore need to estimate
what their bill would be for every bid they make.
To help clients estimate their future bills, at the end of each auction round
the host provides two borderline bid results, as depicted in Fig. 1. pmin in denotes
the minimal unit price oﬀered by a client that was allocated a positive amount
of RAM. pmax out denotes the maximal unit price oﬀered by a client that did
not receive its full requested quantity of RAM.
We consider a single auction round in which Q MB of RAM are oﬀered for
rent, and focus on a single client with a valuation function V (·) for RAM. For
simplicity, V depends only on the quantity of RAM allocated to the client, and
w.l.o.g., V (0) = 0.
The client examines options for a bid quantity q in the interval [0, Q]. For
each option q, it performs the following stages:
1. Compute the truthful bid price, the mean unit valuation p (q) =
is the best choice in a steady state, according to [3].

V (q)
q ,

which
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2. Filter out q if the resulting p(q) is unlikely to win any resources.
3. Estimate bill(q), the bill for the quantity q, assuming the auction is won.
Of the remaining options, the client bids with the (q, p(q)) pair with the
smallest q that maximizes the proﬁt:
q = min (argmaxq (V (q) − bill (q))) .

(1)

For the bill estimation in Step 3 we examine three approaches: (1) Use the last
unit price paid by the client. (2) Use a weighted average (with a time-dependent
decay) of the latest unit prices paid by the client. (3) Perform additional computations on each historical data piece; use a feedback loop to learn and adjust
the results (in Sect. 4).

4

Bound Estimation

To estimate its own bill, denoted by bill, a client gathers data about the eﬀect
other clients’ have on its bill. After each auction round, the client can adjust its
estimation using the announced borderline bids. E.g., clients who where allocated
some RAM in the previous round can use pmax out together with their actual
bill (denoted by bill ) and allocation (denoted by q  ) to deduce the average unit
price in the interval [Q, Q + q  ].
In the bound estimation approach, the client bounds its future bill from above
and below by extrapolating data which was possibly recorded under diﬀerent
circumstances, and is not necessarily accurate. Finally, the client learns to correct
the interpolation between the bounds according to the general shape of the
allocation plot.
The analysis in this section relies on the following statements, which result
from the concavity and monotonicity of the valuation functions: The ﬁrst,
pmax out ≤ pmin in . The second, if q1 < q2 , then p (q1 ) ≤ p (q2 ).
Let us denote the client’s change in the requested amount of RAM by Δq =
q − q  . The estimated bill can be bound on the basis of Δq, assuming that bids
from the rest of the clients stay the same. We will analyze the cases where Δq
is positive or negative separately.
In the following sections, “our” client, whose bill we are estimating, is
described by the rectangle marked “A” in the ﬁgures.
4.1

Increased Demand

When Δq > 0 and the client’s request is fully satisﬁed, the client’s bill increases.
The client’s estimated bill is the lowest (Fig. 2) when all the newly unsatisﬁed
clients (indicated by the rectangle “C”) are clients who bid with unit price
pmin in . Hence, the estimated lower bill bound is:
bill ≥ bill + Δq · pmin in

(2)
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(b) After incrementing by Δq

Fig. 2. Visualizing client A’s estimation of the lowest bill bound when the rest of the
clients do not change their bid. Δq > 0.

(a) Before incrementing by Δq

(b) After incrementing by Δq

Fig. 3. Visualizing client A’s estimation of the highest bill bound when the rest of the
clients do not change their bid. Δq > 0.

The client’s estimated bill is the highest (Fig. 3) if only one client bid unit
price pmin in and received only δMB, such that δ → 0 (the rectangle “C”), and
another client (the rectangle “B”) received an amount of memory when bidding
for the unit price p − , such that  → 0. Hence, the estimated upper bill bound
is:
(3)
bill ≤ bill + Δq · p (q) .

4.2

Decreased Demand

In cases where Δq < 0, the client’s bill decreases. The client’s estimated bill
is the lowest (Fig. 4) when all the unsatisﬁed clients aﬀecting our client’s bill
bid with the unit price pmax out (the rectangle “D”). If our client decreases its
RAM request by |Δq|, then the rest of the clients in the interval [Q, Q + Δq] are
allocated RAM. Since the clients are sorted in a descending order, the average
unit price decreases. Hence, the estimated lower bill bound is:
bill ≥ bill + Δq · pmax out .

(4)
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(a) Before decreasing by Δq

(b) After decreasing by Δq

Fig. 4. Visualizing client A’s estimation of the lowest bill bound when the rest of the
clients do not change their bid. Δq < 0.

(a) Before decreasing by Δq

(b) After decreasing by Δq

Fig. 5. Visualizing client A’s estimation of the highest bill bound when the rest of the
clients do not change their bid. Δq < 0.

The client’s estimated bill is the highest (Fig. 5) when the client who bid
pmax out receives only δMB, such that δ → 0 (rectangle “D”), and the rest of
the clients in the interval [Q, Q + Δq] bid with the unit price  → 0. Hence, the
estimated upper bill bound is:
bill ≤ bill ·

q
.
q

(5)

This is because the unit price can only drop, since the bids with the higher unit
price aﬀect the bill less.
4.3

Interpolating the Bounds

Where between the bounds would the actual bill be? The interpolation depends
on the shape of the allocation plot in the vicinity of the Q boundary which
aﬀects the bill change computation. The shape of the allocation plot is the shape
of the function formed by the top of the allocation rectangles. The concavity
of the allocation plot aﬀects the distance of the bill from the bounds. When
Δq < 0, the shape of the allocation plot to the right of the Q boundary aﬀects
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Fig. 6. The accuracy of the estimation algorithms. A typical trace of one VM’s actual
bill and its estimation, for each of the methods.

the interpolation: if the allocation plot is concave (downward), the lower bound
will be a better estimate (Fig. 4), if the allocation plot is convex (downward),
the upper bound will be better (Fig. 5). When Δq > 0, it is the shape of the plot
to the left of the Q boundary that matters. The upper bound dominates when
it is concave (Fig. 3), and the lower—when it is convex (Fig. 2).
The client does not need to learn the exact shape of the allocation plot—it
is enough to learn its eﬀect on the interpolation. Hence, the client validates its
prior estimates of upper and lower bounds against its actual bill: it expresses
the previous actual bill as a linear interpolation:
Ln−1
Un−1
bill
= (1 − α) 
+α 
,
q
qn−1
qn−1

(6)


denote the lower bound, upper bound and requested
where Ln−1 , Un−1 and qn−1
RAM quantity of the previous round, respectively. The interpolation coeﬃcient,
α, is extracted from the validation and used to predict the future bill,

bill = (1 − α)Ln + αUn .

(7)

The reuse of a past value of the interpolation coeﬃcient α relies on the assumption that the environment changes slowly, and thus the shape of the allocation
plot remains more or less the same, at least for a small quantity change |Δq|.

5

Evaluation

To evaluate the bill estimation methods, we conducted a series of experiments,
each with a diﬀerent estimation method used by all guests. In each experiment,
Ginseng [3] auctioned RAM among 10 VM clients using an SMPSP auction. Each
VM ran the elastic version of memcached, a key-value storage application which
is widely used on clouds. The elastic version1 can dynamically adjust its RAM
footprint on-the-ﬂy, so its valuation function for RAM is concave, monotonically
1

Available from https://github.com/ladypine/memcached.
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rising. Its performance, deﬁned by the rate of successful query responses, was
measured using memaslap, which reports its progress every second. The valuation function of each guest was the performance multiplied by a factor, which
was drawn from a Pareto distribution: a characteristic economic distribution.
We used an index of 1.36, according to Levy and Solomon [11] and as used in
earlier work [1,3].
Each experiment lasted 150 auction rounds, each taking 12 seconds. The
experiments all started after a warm-up time of 100 rounds, in which auctions
did not take place, allowing memcached’s cache to stabilize. During each experiment, the valuation functions of 5 of the 10 participating VMs changed, once,
to introduce noise.
The accuracy of the estimation methods is presented in Fig. 6. The previous
unit price method and the weighted history average method do not converge,
and induce ﬂuctuations in the bill. Adjoined by needless allocation changes,
this hurts the VMs’ ability to utilize the RAM. The bound estimation method
converges, and the bill it induces on the system is more stable.
Bill prediction inaccuracy leads to a sub-optimal allocation, which takes its
toll. First, it prevents the SMPSP auction from optimizing the social welfare: the
RAM is not allocated to the best possible clients. Second, an instable allocation
means that RAM has to be reclaimed more often. Frequent RAM reclamation
hurts the application’s ability to make use of the RAM, thus hurting the overall
performance and social welfare achieved by the physical machine. In this set
of experiments, the “previous unit price” method increases the social welfare
by 0.2%, compared with the “weighted history average” method. The “bound
estimation” method increases it by 3% compared with the “weighted history
average” method.

6

Conclusion and Future Work

An accurate bill prediction algorithm is essential for the stability and social
welfare optimization of a VCG-like auction. The bounds estimation algorithm
predicts the bill in an SMPSP auction better than others, and converges to the
actual bill. Improving the bound estimation algorithm by gathering additional
and relevant historical data, remains for future work.
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